Litho Back-up Transfers
What are Litho Back-up Transfers?
This type of transfer takes its name from the combination
of lithographic offset inks, and a back-up plastisol white.
It allows the production of cold peel transfers of almost
photographic quality.

Printing Recommendations
Paper
Release Paper. Best recommendation TRB08
T75 Transfer Paper (CP)
Lithographic Inks
Always use oxidation drying litho inks suitable for
production of textile transfers. No firm recommendation
can be made, as these products are beyond our control.
Discuss your requirements with your litho ink supplier.
Plastisol Back-up Products
Opaque Plastisol White, best recommendation TJA03
Advantage Transfer Flexible Litho White.
The design should be printed in reverse onto the paper,
using the chosen litho ink. The part of the design
required for transfer is then backed with the plastisol
white and for TJA03, heat set at 100-130°C for 30 - 60
seconds, depending on the heat source.
The transfer process is as for standard cold peel
transfers, i.e. 180-190°C for 10-15 seconds. Allow to cool
before removing the paper.

Tips

Only the areas of the litho print where the back-up white
is printed will transfer over to the garment.
Once printed the litho inks must be back printed with the
plastisol white within a short period of time, typically 2-7
days (dependent on the litho inks used). If the prints are
left beyond this time, the litho inks may harden to a point
where they will not adhere fully to the Plastisol. This does
not usually affect transfer, but will cause the litho ink to
be washed off the back-up white on laundering.
If used and transferred correctly in accordance with
the recommendations, wash resistance at 40ºC can be
expected. Prints are not suitable for Dry Cleaning or
Direct Ironing.
Note
Due to the variable nature of litho inks, no guarantee
as to the compatibility of the ink systems can be
given. All prints should be thoroughly tested for
acceptability before production is commenced.

The information and recommendations contained in this Product Information sheet, as well as technical advice otherwise given by representatives of Fujifilm Speciality Ink Systems Limited and its associated
companies,whether verbally or in writing,are based on our present knowledge and believed to be accurate.However,no guarantee regarding their accuracy is given as we cannot cover or anticipate every possible
application of our products and because manufacturing methods, printing stocks and other materials vary. For the same reason our products are sold without warranty and on condition that users shall make
their own tests to satisfy themselves that they will meet fully their particular requirements. Our policy of continuous product improvement might make some of the information contained in this Product
Information sheet out of date and users are requested to ensure that they follow current recommendations.
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